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Abstract
Motivated by deformation quantization we investigate the algebraic GNS construction of ∗-
representations of deformed ∗-algebras over ordered rings and compute their classical limit. The
question if a GNS representation can be deformed leads to the deformation of positive linear
functionals. Various physical examples from deformation quantization like the Bargmann-Fock
and the Schro¨dinger representation as well as KMS functionals are discussed.
1 Introduction
Deformation quantization as introduced in [2] has shown to be not only a powerful quantization
scheme of finite-dimensional systems, see [3, 4, 19, 22, 27, 30–34] for existence and classification
results, but it also yields various applications to string theory and non-commutative field theories,
see e.g. [16, 28, 29, 35], index theory [23, 32, 33], quantum field theory [18, 20, 21], and quantization
of systems with constraints and phase space reduction [5, 24].
While the deformed algebras yield models for the observables, a notion of states by using positive
linear functionals was introduced in [13] and used to obtain an algebraic version of the GNS con-
struction of ∗-representations. In various examples this concept of ∗-representations on pre-Hilbert
spaces over the formal power series was shown to be physically reasonable and mathematically
fruitful [6–8,36].
In this article we continue the more systematic investigation of the ∗-representation theory of
(deformed) ∗-algebras as started in [14–17], where the notion of a deformed ∗-representation was
introduced. Here the positivity of the inner product of the pre-Hilbert space plays a crucial role.
Since the GNS representations are certainly the most important ones we shall focus on this sub-
class of ∗-representations. To this end we study deformations of positive functionals and relate the
GNS representations of the deformed and undeformed positive linear functionals: the classical limit
of the GNS representation of the deformed functional gives back the GNS representation of the
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undeformed one. This statement is in so far non-trivial as it involves a two-step quotient procedure
where in the intermediate step the quotients are not the same. Here the notion of the classical limit
of a pre-Hilbert space in the sense of [14, Sect. 8] comes in crucially. It also gives an easy criterion
whether a GNS representation can be deformed: one only has to deform the corresponding positive
linear functional which always can be done in the case of deformation quantization of symplectic
manifolds [17, Prop. 5.1]. We explain and illustrate this in several examples like the Bargmann-
Fock representation and Schro¨dinger representation and point out the importance of the notion of
a positive deformation of a ∗-algebra.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we recall some basic facts on ∗-algebras and the
GNS construction. Section 3 contains the definition and first properties of the deformation theory
of ∗-algebras and their ∗-representations. In Section 4 we prove the main result and in Section 5
several examples are discussed.
2 ∗-Algebras and the GNS construction
Let us briefly recall the notion of ∗-algebras over ordered rings and the GNS construction of ∗-
representations out of a positive linear functional, see [12–14] for more details.
By R we denote an ordered ring where our main examples needed for physical applications are
R and R[[λ]]. Then C = R(i) with i2 = −1 will be the generalization of the complex numbers. If R is
ordered then R[[λ]] is ordered, too, whence this notion is well adapted to formal deformation theory.
A pre-Hilbert space H over C is a C-module with a positive definite Hermitian inner product, i.e.
a map 〈·, ·〉 : H×H → C which is C-linear in the second argument and satisfies 〈φ,ψ〉 = 〈ψ, φ〉 and
〈χ, χ〉 > 0 for all φ,ψ, χ ∈ H, χ 6= 0. Note that this notion is meaningful since R is ordered. By
B(H) we denote the algebra of endomorphism of H having an adjoint with respect to 〈·, ·〉. A ∗-
algebra A over C is an associative algebra over C with an involutive anti-linear anti-automorphism
called the ∗-involution, which shall be denoted by A 7→ A∗. In particular, B(H) is a ∗-algebra
and A∗ is simply given by the adjoint of A. A ∗-representation of A on H is a ∗-homomorphism
π : A → B(H).
A C-linear functional ω : A → C is called positive if for all A ∈ A
ω(A∗A) ≥ 0. (2.1)
In this case ω satisfies a Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, see e.g. [13, Lem. 5], and the space
Jω := {A ∈ A | ω(A
∗A) = 0} (2.2)
turns out to be a left ideal in A, the so-called Gel’fand ideal. Thus one has a A-left module structure
on Hω = A
/
Jω which is traditionally denoted by
πω(A)ψB = ψAB , (2.3)
where ψB ∈ H denotes the equivalence class of B ∈ A. Moreover, Hω is endowed with a pre-Hilbert
space structure by setting
〈ψA, ψB〉 = ω(A
∗B). (2.4)
Then πω is easily shown to be a
∗-representation of A on Hω, the so-called GNS representation
corresponding to ω. If A is unital then πω is cyclic with cyclic vector ψ1 and we have ω(A) =
〈ψ1, πω(A)ψ1〉, a property which characterizes πω up to unitary equivalence. Hence it will be
convenient to consider unital ∗-algebras in the following. See [14, 15] for results in the non-unital
case and [6–8,12,13,16,36] for various applications to deformation quantization.
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3 Deformations of ∗-Algebras and ∗-Representations
Now consider a formal associative deformation A = (A[[λ]], ⋆) of a ∗-algebra A over C in the
sense of Gerstenhaber [25, 26], i.e. ⋆ is an associative product deforming the product of A in
higher orders of λ. Then this deformation is called Hermitian if the ∗-involution of A (extended
C[[λ]]-anti-linearly to A[[λ]]) is still a ∗-involution for ⋆, see [17, Sect. 3]. In principle one can
also deform the ∗-involution but in the physical applications this is not necessary and even not
wanted: in deformation quantization A will play the role of the classical observable algebra and
Hermitian elements in A correspond to measurable physical quantities, the observables. Thus this
characterization should be preserved under quantization. Here the formal parameter λ corresponds
to Planck’s constant ~ whenever the formal series converge.
Suppose now that H is a pre-Hilbert space over C[[λ]]. Then we consider the space H0 := {φ ∈
H | 〈φ,φ〉|λ=0 = 0}. It turns out that H0 is a C[[λ]]-submodule and H := CH := H
/
H0, now
viewed as a C-module, is a pre-Hilbert space over C. Indeed, if C : H → H denotes the projection
then the inner product is just given by 〈Cφ,Cψ〉 = 〈φ,ψ〉|λ=0, where φ,ψ ∈ H. Finally, this
procedure is functorial whence we shall refer to C as the classical limit functor [14, Sect 8].
Example 3.1 Let H be a pre-Hilbert space over C and consider the C[[λ]]-module H. By λ-linear
extension of the inner product, H becomes a pre-Hilbert space over C[[λ]]. It follows immediately
that H0 = λH = λH[[λ]] and thus CH ∼= H again. Moreover, we note that in this case
B(H) = B(H)[[λ]]. (3.1)
However, the classical limit functor is defined on all pre-Hilbert spaces over C[[λ]] and, in fact,
we shall need the more general situation in the sequel.
If π is a ∗-representation of A on some pre-Hilbert space H over C[[λ]] then we can also define
the classical limit π = Cπ of the representation by setting π(A)Cψ = C(π(A)ψ). One obtains a
∗-representation π of A on H = CH. Again, C is functorial, see [17, Sect 8].
This raises the following questions: For a given deformation A of A, which ∗-representations of
A occur as classical limits of ∗-representations of A, i.e. which ∗-representations can be quantized?
Moreover, one wants to understand in how many ways (up to unitary equivalence) this is possible
and which properties are preserved under the classical limit and quantization.
A more restricted problem is the following: given a ∗-representation (H, π) of A can we find a
∗-representation π of A on H = H[[λ]] with Cπ = π? It turns out that this leads too quickly into
obstructions and is thus too restrictive:
Consider the polynomials A = C[z, z] in two variables with the ∗-involution z∗ = z. Moreover,
let H = C with the standard inner product and π(1) = id, π(z) = 0 = π(z). This determines a
∗-representation of A on H. Now consider the Wick product
f ∗Wick g =
∞∑
r=0
(2λ)r
r!
∂rf
∂zr
∂rg
∂zr
(3.2)
for f, g ∈ A[[λ]] which gives a Hermitian deformation, see e.g. [11]. Then a simple and straightfor-
ward computation shows the following lemma:
Lemma 3.2 There is no ∗-representation π of (A[[λ]], ∗Wick) on C[[λ]] deforming π.
Proof: Suppose there would be such a π. Then necessarily π(1) = id and π(z) as well as π(z) would have
to start in order λ. But this is incompatible with z ∗Wick z − z ∗Wick z = 2λ1. 
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4 Deformation of GNS representations
Since the problem of deforming a ∗-representation (H, π) of A in full generality seems to be rather
difficult we shall now restrict to a more specific class of representations, namely the GNS represen-
tations.
Hence let ω : A → C be a positive linear functional and let A = (A[[λ]], ⋆) be a Hermitian
deformation of A. Moreover, let ω : A → C[[λ]] be a C[[λ]]-linear functional which therefore can
be written as ω =
∑∞
r=0 λ
rωr with ωr : A → C. It is called a deformation of ω if ω is a positive
functional for A and ω0 = ω. In this situation we can compute the classical limit of the GNS
representation induced by ω:
Theorem 4.1 Let A be a ∗-algebra over C and A = (A[[λ]], ⋆) a Hermitian deformation of A.
If ω : A → C[[λ]] is a deformation of a positive linear functional ω = ω0 : A → C then the
classical limit of the GNS representation (Hω,πω) is canonically unitarily equivalent to the GNS
representation (Hω, πω) by the intertwiner
U : CHω ∋ CψA 7→ ψA ∈ Hω, (4.1)
where A =
∑∞
r=0 λ
rAr ∈ A with A = A0.
Proof: It is straightforward to check that U is well-defined, unitary, and an intertwiner between Cπω and
πω. 
This result is in so far non-trivial as the relation between the two Gel’fand ideals Jω and Jω
may be quite complicated. Typically, there is no isomorphism like Jω ∼= Jω[[λ]] inside A[[λ]]: Using
the terminology of [5, Def. 30] the Gel’fand ideal Jω is not a deformation of the submodule Jω in
general.
This can be understood heuristically as follows. From ω(A∗ ⋆ A) = 0 one obtains usually more
conditions than only the zeroth order condition ω(A∗A) = 0. Hence Jω is typically ‘smaller’ than
Jω[[λ]]. Thus the pre-Hilbert space Hω is ‘bigger’ than Hω[[λ]]. However, the ‘additional’ vectors
in Hω have inner products which vanish in the classical limit λ = 0. Thus CHω ∼= Hω becomes
possible. Note however, that in general there is no canonical way to compare Hω with Hω[[λ]].
According to the above theorem the problem of deforming a representation reduces to the
deformation of a positive functional, at least in the case of a GNS representation. Hence we shall
investigate which classically positive functionals can actually be deformed.
5 Examples
A first example of a deformed GNS representation is given by faithful positive linear functionals.
A positive linear functional ω : A → C is called faithful if ω(A∗A) > 0 for all A 6= 0. It follows
Jω = {0} and henceHω = A as C-modules. The GNS representation πω is just the usual left-action.
Then the following statement is obvious:
Lemma 5.1 Let ω : A → C be a faithful positive linear functional and let ω =
∑∞
r=0 λ
rωr : A →
C[[λ]] be a real C[[λ]]-linear functional (i.e. ω(A∗) = ω(A)) with ω0 = ω. Then ω is a faithful
positive C[[λ]]-linear functional of A and thus a deformation of ω.
Thus a faithful positive linear functional can always be deformed whence the above theorem
can be applied.
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The physical importance of faithful positive functionals comes from the fact that in deforma-
tion quantization these functionals correspond to thermodynamical states. In particular the KMS
functionals on symplectic manifolds are faithful, see [1, 9, 10,36] for further details.
On the other hand there are strong obstructions on the ∗-algebra A to have a faithful positive
linear functional at all: in particular, it follows immediately that the minimal ideal Jmin(A), which
is the intersection of all Gel’fand ideals, has to be trivial. For a detailed discussion and further
consequences of this matter we refer to [15].
Another important case is obtained if the deformation A is a positive deformation of A, i.e. if
any positive linear functional ω : A → C can be deformed [17, Def. 4.1]. In this case we have the
following result:
Proposition 5.2 Let A be a positive deformation of a unital ∗-algebra A over C. If (H, π) is an
orthogonal sum of cyclic (and hence GNS) ∗-representations then (H, π) can be deformed into a
∗-representation for A.
Proof: This follows immediately from the fact that the classical limit functor preserves orthogonal sums. 
Unfortunately, in general there may be ∗-representations of A which are not orthogonal sums
of cyclic ones. Even for C∗-algebras one needs to complete a direct sum in order to obtain all
(non-degenerate) representations. However, in physical applications of deformation quantization,
where A plays the role of the observable algebra, this can typically be assumed in order to obtain
interesting representations. Here a cyclic vector has the interpretation of the ‘vacuum vector’ or
‘ground state’: It should be possible to obtain all vectors by applying the observables to the ground
state. Furthermore, it was shown in [17, Prop. 5.1] that star products on symplectic manifolds are
automatically positive deformations. Thus the above situation applies to these star products of
deformation quantization.
Let us now discuss more concrete examples from deformation quantization. First we consider
the Wick star product ∗Wick on C
n which generalizes (3.2) to C∞(Cn)[[λ]], see e.g. [11]. It is known
that ∗Wick is even a strongly positive deformation, i.e. all classically positive linear functionals
are positive for ∗Wick as well [17, Lem. 4.4]. In particular, the δ-functional at 0 ∈ C
n is positive
and yields the Bargmann-Fock representation [13]. We shall discuss this example now in detail to
illustrate the above introduced notions. For the classical and quantum Gel’fand ideals J and J one
obtains
J = {f ∈ C∞(Cn) | f(0) = 0} and J =
{
f ∈ C∞(Cn)[[λ]]
∣∣∣ ∀I ∋ Nn : ∂|I|f
∂zI
(0) = 0
}
, (5.1)
respectively. Hence the representation spaces H and H are given by
H = C and H =
(
C[[y1, . . . , yn]]
)
[[λ]] (5.2)
with the usual C-valued inner product for H and
〈ψ, φ〉 =
∞∑
r=0
(2λ)r
r!
∑
|I|=r
∂rψ
∂yI
(0)
∂rφ
∂yI
(0), (5.3)
for ψ, φ ∈ H. The GNS representation is classically given by π(f)1 = f(0)1, analogously to
Lemma 3.2. Quantum mechanically it is the usual Bargmann-Fock representation, in particular
π(zk) = 2λ ∂
∂yk
and π(zk) = yk, see [13, Lem. 8]. Now we see that J is strictly smaller than J[[λ]] and
H0 contains all vectors in H except the C-multiples of 1. Hence it is not just λH. Thus we see that
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with the more general notion of a deformation of a ∗-representation we can avoid the obstructions
from Lemma 3.2. Let us also remark that the same phenomena occurs for the Wick star product
on an arbitrary Ka¨hler manifold M and the δ-functional at some p ∈ M , cf. [13]. We also remark
that in this example the classical limit π is ‘more degenerate’ than the quantized representation π.
On e.g. the polynomials on Cn the representation π is faithful while π is not. See [14, Prop. 8.5]
for a more detailed discussion of which properties are preserved under the classical limit.
In a last example we shall discuss the formal Schro¨dinger representation as discussed in [6–8,13].
We consider the cotangent bundle π : T ∗Rn → Rn with the usual Weyl-Moyal star product
f ∗Weyl g = µ ◦ e
iλ
2
∑
k
(
∂
∂qk
⊗ ∂
∂pk
− ∂
∂pk
⊗ ∂
∂qk
)
f ⊗ g, (5.4)
where µ(f⊗g) = fg is the pointwise product of f, g ∈ C∞(T ∗Rn)[[λ]]. For convenience we consider
compactly supported functions f ∈ C∞
0
(T ∗Rn)[[λ]] and use the Schro¨dinger functional
ω(f) =
∫
Rn
ι∗f dnq, (5.5)
where ι : Rn →֒ T ∗Rn is the zero section and dnq the usual volume form. Clearly ω is a classically
positive linear functional and it turns out that ω is positive for ∗Weyl, too, without the need of
further deformations. The Gel’fand ideals are given by
J = {f ∈ C∞0 (T
∗
R
n) | ι∗f = 0} and J = {f ∈ C∞0 (T
∗
R
n)[[λ]] | ι∗Nf = 0}, (5.6)
respectively. Here N = exp( λ
2i
∆) with ∆ = ∂
2
∂qk∂pk
. Since N is a bijection it follows that in
this example J is a deformation of J as a subspace in the sense of [5, Def. 30]. Moreover, the
representation spaces are just
H = C∞0 (R
n) and H = H[[λ]] = C∞0 (R
n)[[λ]] (5.7)
with the usual L2 inner product induced by dnq. Thus in this case we simply have H0 = λH.
Finally the ∗-representations are now given by
̺(f)ψ = ι∗(fπ∗ψ) = (ι∗f)ψ and ̺(f)ψ = ι∗N(f ∗Weyl π
∗ψ). (5.8)
Again, these considerations are easily transfered to the general case of a cotangent bundle with the
star product ∗Weyl as constructed in [6–8] and the results are literally the same. We shall omit the
rather obvious details.
We conclude that in the case of the Schro¨dinger functional the correct classical limit can be
obtained by naively ‘setting λ = 0’ everywhere. On the other hand, in the Wick case this does
not yield an acceptable result since then the classical representation space would be C[[y1, . . . , yn]]
with a highly degenerate inner product as obtained from (5.3) by ‘setting λ = 0’. Thus one needs
the more general construction of dividing by H0 in this case.
Physically speaking this can be interpreted as follows. The naive classical limit by setting λ = 0
does not give meaningful results for the ‘wave functions’ themselves, i.e. for the elements in the
representation space H, but only for the measurable quantities, i.e. the Hermitian inner products.
Hence they should be used to control the classical limit.
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